The Rapid Experiment Loop is designed to help your team prioritize assumptions, run and record experiments and make decisions based on evidence. Use in conjuction with the Rapid Experiement Map. For more detailed instructions visit http://MovesTheNeedle.com

TEAM NAME

CUSTOMER

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

Who is your customer segment?

What problem are they facing?

How will you solve their problem?

Zoom-in on the customer
segment you will focus on helping
with your idea.

Zoom-in on the problem your
specific customer is having.

Zoom-in on the specific solution
you’ve proposed to solve your
customer’s problem.

Place a single 3x3 sticky note in each box.
Proceed around the Loop to run a single experiment.
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RISKIEST ASSUMPTION
Something accepted as true without evidence.
Write the riskiest assumption you are making
about your solution at this time for which you
have the least amount of evidence.

CHALLENGE

Crucial

VISION STATEMENT

UPDATE
DECISION
Was your riskiest assumption true?
.

Look for a trend in your evidence over time.
No single experiment holds all the answers.
Iterate? Persevere? Pivot?
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START

1

Known

INSIGHTS

Unknown

CUSTOMER BEHAVIOR
Action speaks louder than words.

Insights change the way you think about
your customers or your idea.

What is the real customer behavior associated
with your assumption? Encourage real
“currency” exchange when possible.

Record the new information you generated
during this experiment, as well as unique
observations made in the field.

NO SURVEYS!

TARGET METRIC
Commit to a minimum success threshold.
Choose a number high enough to get you and
your team excited if true and relative to the
assumption you are testing.

Not Crucial

EXPERIMENT
Build the absolute minimum required to test
your assumption, as fast as possible.
Don’t just confirm, learn. Include ways to
capture surprises as well as real behavior
important to validating your business activity
is successful in influencing customer behavior.

HYPOTHESIS
A specific description of the customer behavior
you’re measuring, the target metric and the
experiment you’re running to test your assumption.
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If we do X, then Y% of customers
will behave in way Z.

OBSERVATIONS

RESULTS

Why did the customer behave this way?

What actually happened?

Record the observable behavior, live feedback
and reactions you witnessed firsthand, which
influenced the actual results.

Record the actual metrics generated during
your experiment, paying close attention to
new behaviors and surprises. For example,
50% (5/10) people behaved in way Z.

X = Experiment
Y% = Target Metric
Z = Customer Behavior
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